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My sound experience

A few years ago at a festival I was nervously waiting in the front row
for one of my favourite bands to play. It was just getting dark outside
the tent I stood in. There was a very intimate atmosphere because of
the lighting and decoration. When Sigur ros came on stage they
started with my favourite song: svefn g englar. As the lead singer
stroked his violin stick across his electrical guitar and the first notes
hit me, I felt every emotion I ever had in my life at the same time, my
body turned warm, blood was pumping through my veins and I
started crying. I couldn’t stop crying, felt a little bit embarrassed at
first. But when I looked around me, I saw I was not the only one,
there were at least 30 others crying out loud with me. It was one of
the most beautiful performances I ever experienced.

Carrying this experience with me, I always wondered what exactly
triggered my emotions at that concert.

When I was 4 years old I had an acute croup attack, which closed my
larynx and caused heavy breathing problems.
I got to the hospital just in time, but got into a 24hr coma.
When I gained consciousness, I was so hysterical nothing could calm
me down. My mother asked my dad to quickly go home and get my
music box that hung over my cradle when I was little. When I heard
the tune on the music box I calmed down…



Giving you these 2 examples of many more I had in my life, I am sure
there must be more to music/sound then we know.

Music, receiving sound on the body and in the brain

What I am interested in is what influence sound as in soundwaves,
and frequencies have on the human body. I believe everything
around us is a vibration, not only the ones we can hear but also your
phone you carry around in your pocket, the tv that is on standby, the
fridge or any other equipment will have influence on you, maybe it is
not very ‘visible’ at first, but imagine turning off the fridge for instance
That will have a big impact on your environment at home. And
probably also on your piece of mind. Let’s start looking at the
influence on the body of the sounds we can hear first.

I’ve always been a big music lover, I use music to get through the
lows, And enjoy the highs in life even more. There is music for every
mood, to feel any kind of emotion. To calm you down or hype you up.
It has a big influence on our mood. Imagine walking on a big
mountain, with only nature around you, and listening to classical
music. I took a train once through Norway we saw waterfalls and
mountains from the train window, when I was listening to classical
music, I felt so small, and calm. Would have felt that of course also
without the music, but it seemed to enhance the feeling. I was
listening to my minidisk back then, but I think if I used another music
carrier like the lp for instance it would have enhanced it even more. I
think vinyl has an even bigger impact on our body then other music
carriers like cd’s for instance.

When I was eleven years old I started collecting vinyl records. I also
robbed my parents old 70’s collection, up until today I still find some
treasures in that collection now and then. I always have been very
attracted to the sound of vinyl. I didn’t know why, until a customer at
the record shop I was working at the time, brought me an article
about the difference between vinyl and cd recordings, That the
influence of the difference between cd and lp had been tested on
human beings.



I made a small explanation for you to understand a tiny bit off what is
happening in the body/brain. On a vinyl record not only the music, but
a part of the surrounding/atmosphere is recorded on it as well. As the
human ear can only hear between 20Hz and 20kHz, and it was
proven that that what you cannot hear as a human, because it is
simply too high : ultrasonic sound, or too low to hear : subsonic sound
is recorded on the record. Cd’s are coded in 0’s and 1’s, this means
you hear exactly what is recorded fitted to the human ear, if not
compressed what happens quite often. You can compare it to a
movie for instance, a record would be the 35mm film very sharp good
quality and as a film you see exactly what is recorded and it’s a
smooth movement. And the Cd you could compare to a stop motion
movie, you still see the image, and can understand what it is about,
but you are missing pictures inbetween. On a Cd they make 44.100
snapshots of the natural analog sound in a minute. And on a record
they mirror the exact analog sound that was recorded to a copy for
you. Some artist released their album on superaudio cd’s, which gets
a lot closer to the original sound, since they make 192.000 snapshots
a minute on the coded cd. Which comes a lot closer to the sound as
the artist intended it to sound like.

Later in the text I will explain the subject of the frequencies that we
can’t hear, but apparently do feel, even though our ears don’t let our
brain hear it, it still gets translated through our body. Our ‘hearing’
doesn’t stop where we can’t hear it anymore, it’s much more
complicated then that. Just because we don’t hear it anymore doesn’t
mean it doesn’t excist, and doesn’t mean we are not still perceiving it
in another way. How is a sound stimulance translated to what we feel,
while carried to our brain or body? How does the brain translate
soundwaves into feellings? Through our nervous system maybe?

Research producing dopamine in the brain by music:
A new study has shown that even in anticipation of their favourite
piece of music, people can experience the release of dopamine in the
brain, which is also triggered by food and some drugs.

Brains react to music like a drug:
People who become euphoric over music unleash dopamine, a brain



chemical that also induces the sense of reward that comes from food,
psychoactive drugs and money, a new study says. McGill University
researchers in Montreal, Canada, recruited eight volunteers aged 19-
24 among 217 people who responded to advertisements requesting
people who experienced ‘chills’ - a marker of extreme pleasure -
when listening to music. After careful selection, the volunteers were
put into a positron emission tomography (PET) scanner, which is able
to spot a tagged chemical, raclopride, that works on dopamine
receptors in brain cells. Neutral music leaves listeners emotionally
cold. They were also wired up to sensors that measured them for
heartbeat, respiration, temperature and skin conductance. Listening
to their favourite piece of spine-tingling music, the volunteers showed
a rush of physical activity and also unlocked a release of dopamine in
the striatum area of the brain. The effect occurred even in
anticipation, before the ‘chill’ peak occurred. But no such dopamine
surge was seen when the volunteers listened to neutral music which,
previous tests showed, was known to leave them emotionally cold.

Is music/sound translated differently for each individual? Why is it that
when we move, the first thing we notice is the new sounds in the new
house? Once we get used to it, we feel more comfortable in that
home. Do we hear with our whole body? I believe so. The closer we
get to original and analogue sound, the more we feel. Maybe it can
even help us deal with things, or heal us from psychological or
physical complaints? For most people music is a way to express
themselves, or to magnify what they feel/ the mood they are in. Or be
comforted by the soundwaves itself. I ask myself if it has any
influence if you grow up with lots of music around you, or if even
when you are still in the womb that if your parents play you classical
music for instance, if that has any influence on how you grow up.
Your state of being depends on the musical influence you developed
with your ears through the years? I do think the younger you are the
more you can develop real “listening”. As for a blind person also
develops  a very sharp hearing. As long as you focus on that, you can
develop it, and maybe change your whole way of being? And what
kind of difference in sound can make this development in life



different? There have been tests on plants, where one plant got
speakers with rock music pointed on the plant, and the other one got
classical music for days. The plant with the classical music grew
much better and stronger then the one with rock music, which was
hanging a bit and was not so strong. It is proven that classical music
also has a very good effect on the human brain. So is it important to
choose our sounds we listen to? If we listen to depressing music,
does that influence our well being? And does that even change our
development/growth in life? I would like to believe so!

How does the ear work? The organ of balance

How can such a small organ have so much influence on our
wellbeing and balance?
To understand let’s look at the human ear
The ear is made up of three main sections:
The Outer Ear, The Middle Ear, The Inner Ear.

Sounds from the outside world are picked up by the outer ear, which
is made up of the pinna and the ear canal. As the sound waves enter
the ear, the ear canal (1) serves to increase the loudness of those
pitches that make it easier to understand speech. At the same time
the ear canal protects another important part of the ear: the eardrum
(2) - a flexible, circular membrane which vibrates when touched by
sound waves. The sound vibrations continue their journey into the



middle ear, which contains three tiny bones called the ossicles(3-5),
which are also known as the hammer, anvil and stirrup. These bones
form the bridge from the eardrum into the inner ear. They increase
and amplify the sound vibrations even more, before safely
transmitting them on to the inner ear via the oval window. The Inner
Ear, or cochlea (8), resembles the circular shell of a snail, and
houses a system of tubes which are filled with a watery fluid. As the
sound waves pass through the oval window (6) the fluid begins to
move, setting tiny hair cells in motion. In turn, these hairs transform
the vibrations into electrical impulses that travel along the auditory
nerve (9) to the brain itself. Exactly how the brain actually translates
these nerve impulses remains a mystery.

The ear is the smallest yet most complicated organ in our body.
Now knowing how the ear works, I am most intrigued by our
balancing organ.

The statocyst or balancing organ, sort of a bag that stays in balance,
is one of the oldest senses that exist. The jellyfish, a creature with a
long evolution history, doesn’t have ears, but has a statocyst to
prevent itself from bumping into things.

The  balancing organ, statocyst or cochlea; the snail-shaped tube (in



the inner ear coiled around the modiolus) where sound vibrations are
converted into nerve impulses by the Organ of Corti sort of a
snailshaped bag that keeps us in balance, is one of the oldest senses
that exist.

You all know the feeling after taking a flight and standing on the
ground again and the transition you feel when that happens, or when
your ears get flushed out, you get a bit dizzy or even nauseous,
In my opinion there must be a connection between the balance/
steady feeling we have and the way sound is perceived in the ear.
Do we get this nice feeling from sound on a record, because actually
we are not listening to the music, but bringing ourselves back into
balance / steadyness again with the sound?. And is that why music
gives us such a good feeling? Like we are with both feet on the
ground, a bit comforting maybe? As if you were laying in someone’s
arms? Like we used to feel when we where still in our mothers womb.
We are constantly adjusting to the gravity around us, so is that why
we so urgently want/need music or sound around us?
The balancing organ which is located in our inner ear reads the
soundwaves gives us a good stable feeling, when the sounds vibrate
into the ear the right way, we know we are in balance and feel stable.
My theory is that that is also the reason that we listen to music.

People who had surgery on the ear, cannot walk or stand straight
right away, it takes days before they can, and if they do so too soon,
they will just fall, because they have to adjust again.

Frequencies soundwaves, and their influence on the body

In a small article from 1962 I read about a dentist and a manufacturer
that developed an instrument that produces sound to calm the patient
down, and make them forget about the environment while visiting the
dentist. Which works almost like selfhypnosis.
They even experimented with white noise, and it seemed that that is
supposed to have healing powers.

There are certain frequencies that do certain things with your body.
A nice way to experiment with this for yourself would be to go to



www.gethighnow.com and experience little sound tests that influence
your body/brain. I tested them all of course, some work better then
others, but it’s fun anyways.
I think we have all heard of the brown tone for instance, the frequency
that makes you pee your pants. Or the healing frequency that they
use in labs to heal human DNA. Which was also known for it’s
healing powers on cancer, which now is proven to be wrong
information. But there are other frequencies that are being used as a
healing therapy.

There is a therapy called bio resonance that heals or solves problems
like headaches, hey fever, astma, dermatological disorders, problems
with skeleton and muscular movements or other complaints resulting
from stress.

Bioresonance therapy is a form of electromagnetic therapy in
alternative medicine. It was invented in Germany in 1977 by Franz
Morell and his son-in-law, engineer Erich Raschebut. Initially they
marketed it as "MORA-Therapie". Some of the machines contain an
electronic circuit measuring skin-resistance, akin to the E-Meter used
by Scientology, which the bioresonance creators sought to improve;
Franz Morell had links with Scientology.

Due to the electrical interference of the signals generated by
everyday equipment and the range of frequencies utilised, the
response is sometimes read through an extended period, in order to
average it and to increase the accuracy of the results.[citation needed]

In some of these devices a modern signal processing technique,
usually PC-based, is able to analyse the multiple parameters of the
response and interpret the results. The analyst is then supposedly
able to make an assessment/summary of the physical and mental
health of the patient.
Practitioners also say they can treat disease using this therapy,
claiming they can stimulate a change of bioresonance in the cells,
reversing the change caused by the disease. The devices would



need to be able to isolate and pinpoint pathogens' responses from
the mixture of responses the device receives via the electrodes.
Transmitting these transformed signals over the same electrodes is
claimed to generate healing signals that have the curative effect. With
this method of diagnosis and treatment, practitioners claim to be able
to detect and cure a variety of diseases and addictions without drugs.
The given mode of operation (pathogenic signals in opposition to
healthy ones) is linked to similar concepts in Traditional Chinese
Medicine, especially acupuncture.

The frequencies I find very interesting are the subsonic and ultrasonic
frequencies, the frequencies we as humans cannot hear anymore.
this is everything above 20. 000 Hz And everything below 20Hz,
especially ultrasound or ultrasonic frequencies, have a certain
influence on the body. From a recent article in the volkskrant I read
that now they are able to use ultrasonic sound as birth control for
men. The man has to be in ultrasonic sound for 15 minutes two days
in a row, and that would reduce the production of sperm.
There are other uses of ultrasound, such as heavy cleaning through
ultrasonic sound. (You might have seen a tell sell commercial about
this) Or maybe in the future ultrasound will replace a knife in surgery,
thechnically this is already possible.

Bats and a few other animals use their ears to locate themselves and
their pray by ultrasonic soundwaves.

Elephants even communicate through infrasound, and make a
number of sounds when communicating. Elephants are famous for
their trumpet calls, which are made when the animal blows through its
nostrils. Trumpeting is usually made during excitement. Its use varies
from startlement to a cry of help to rage. They also make rumbling
growls when greeting each other. The growl becomes a bellow when
the mouth is open and a bellow becomes a moan when prolonged.
This can escalate with a roar when threatening another elephant or
another animal.
Elephants can communicate over long distances by producing and
receiving low-frequency sound (infrasound), a sub-sonic rumbling,
which can travel in the air and through the ground much farther than



higher frequencies. These calls range in frequency from 15–35 Hz
and can be as loud as 117 dB, allowing communication for many
kilometres, with a possible maximum range of around 10 km. This
sound can be felt by the sensitive skin of an elephant's feet and trunk,
which pick up the resonant vibrations much as the flat skin on the
head of a drum. To listen attentively, every member of the herd will lift
one foreleg from the ground, and face the source of the sound, or
often lay its trunk on the ground. The lifting presumably increases the
ground contact and sensitivity of the remaining legs. This ability is
thought also to aid their navigation by use of external sources of
infrasound. Discovery of this new aspect of elephant social
communication and perception came with breakthroughs in audio
technology, which can pick up frequencies outside the range of the
human ear.

When we look at the shape of sound for instance cymatics, see below

You can see high frequencies translated to a chladni plate,
Give certain patterns, some of the patterns are familiar to us.



See what this cymatics pattern and turtle shell have in common.

A friend of mine is a turtle specialist, and we were joking the other
day, about what would happen if we would play this frequency
causing this particular pattern to a turtleshell shape. Haven’t tried it
yet, but it sure would be interesting!

One of Chladni's best-known achievements was inventing a
technique to show the various modes of vibration of a rigid surface. A
plate or membrane vibrating at resonance is divided into regions
vibrating in opposite directions, bounded by lines of zero vibration
called nodal lines. Chladni repeated the pioneering experiments of
Robert Hooke of Oxford University who, on July 8, 1680, had
observed the nodal patterns associated with the vibrations of glass
plates. Hooke ran a bow along the edge of a plate covered with flour,
and saw the nodal patterns emerge.
Chladni's technique, first published in 1787 in his book,



Entdeckungen über die Theorie des Klanges ("Discoveries in the
Theory of Sound"), consisted of drawing a bow over a piece of metal
whose surface was lightly covered with sand. The plate was bowed
until it reached resonance and the sand formed a pattern showing the
nodal regions. Since the 20th century it has become more common to
place a loudspeaker driven by an electronic signal generator over or
under the plate to achieve a more accurate adjustable frequency.
Variations of this technique are commonly used in the design and
construction of acoustic instruments such as violins, guitars, and
cellos.

Cymatics (from Greek: "wave") is the study of visible sound and
vibration, a subset of modal phenomena. Typically the surface of a
plate, diaphragm, or membrane is vibrated, and regions of maximum
and minimum displacement are made visible in a thin coating of
particles, paste, or liquid.[1] Different patterns emerge in the exitatory
medium depending on the geometry of the plate and the driving
frequency.
The apparatus employed can be simple, such as the ancient Chinese
spouting bowl, or Chinese singing fountain, in which copper handles
are rubbed and cause the copper bottom elements to vibrate. Other
examples are a Chladni Plate[2] or advanced such as the
CymaScope, a laboratory instrument that makes visible the inherent
geometries within sound and music

When using a metal plate with sand/salt you see that with each
frequency the geometrical shapes change with the change of the
frequency. The higher the frequency gets, the more complicated the
shapes in the sand get. Most if not all the geometrical shapes shaped
by the vibrations are very familiar to us, they reappear in nature, like
the turtle shell above, or the shape of flowers etc. The image you see
when you get an echo done from your unborn child, is visible again
through this ultrasonic sound.

Recent studies show that on a scale moving upwords, after low
unhearable /subsonic sound, we have the sound we can hear, and



after that the high unhearable /ultrasonic sound, now they found out
that above this ultrasound, on the scale, if you would translate light
into frequencies, the frequencies that go higher from ultrasound are
the frequencies of light.

We all have heard the sound of a broken lamp, but if the lamp is not
broken, it still makes sound of course, but we cant hear it. So sound
continues into light If I may say it like that.

Breaking down the music code; 432Hz

I saw a lecture on how most masterpieces in music are always build
up in the same way, He explained that we always go from a rhythm
back to an octave lower and back to the middle c for instance. He
asked us to listen to this same piece of Beethoven I believe it was,
but now with someone we lost recently, and everyone had tears in
their eyes. What I find very interesting is that Beethoven turned deaf



at a later age in life, and wrote some of his most important pieces
when he was deaf. Beethoven was a big fan of the 432Hz tone, He
wrote pieces with the 432Hz as a groundtone. Because 432Hz is the
frequency that resonates the best with the human body. Spiritual
people even believe it opens the chakra’s. But the biggest reason to
use this frequency is that even when played very loud, it wont cause
hearing damage. The Stradivarius Violin is made to only play /tune on
432Hz, if you tune it to 440Hz it will crack.
Every piece of music we listen to these days is recorded with 440Hz
as a groundtone. This was decided by Joseph Goebbels in 1939.
Goebbels worked for Hitler back then as a Nazi propaganda minister
Joseph Goebbels dictated 440Hz as the standard tuning pitch. This to
let people think and feel in a certain way. but up until today this
groundtone has never changed, even the dialing tone on our
telephone is still 440 Hz,
Even though we know that it doesn’t work well with our body.
There are lots of conspiracy theories you can find on the internet
about this. All pointing into the direction of the government trying to
keep us ‘dumb’ through this influential frequency of 440Hz.

Conclusion

I must say after a year of research, I still don’t know exactly how this
subtle, fragile and complicated little system which is called the ear
works. But one thing I do know, and that is that our ‘hearing’ doesn’t
stop where we can’t hear/percieve it anymore, it’s much more
complicated then that. Just because we don’t hear it anymore doesn’t
mean it doesn’t excist, and doesn’t mean we are not still perceiving it
in another way.

If we would say that everything is vibration, even light, and human
thoughts, I think it will be possible to influence our wellbeing, maybe
even help to cure diseases, or make us feel more positive.
Our body reacts to music/sound, it influences our body temperature,
also the rhythm of the music influences our breathing, which
influences our thoughts and state of being. For instance when
listening to calm slow music, we breathe slower, become calm and
think in a controlled way. When listening to fast adrenaline kind of



music, we breath faster, what causes our thinking to be a bit chaotic
and all over the place, but it still feels good sometimes to feel that sort
of adrenaline. It can for some people even create the dopamine in the
brain like explained in the article. Also I believe it is very important
when you are raising a child, to use music as part of the education. It
influences the way they learn/ look at things at a young age. If Joseph
Goebbels can change the way we think by changing a groundtone,
then we can change someone’s life by playing the right kind of music.

If animals can communicate through soundwaves, especially under
water, which goes so fast, maybe we and our technology are just
being slow because we still communicate through satellites instead of
through the ocean for instance which would go much faster.

Maybe it is all very simple, and we don’t need psychiatrists or
medicine to help us through life, but it’s just a mather of playing the
right tones. So if the shape of sound is found in so many other things
in nature, like the turtle shell for instance, then doesn’t that make you
think that everything is connected?

Like the soundfrequencies  go up into light frequencies, and every
color has it’s own frequency, could that mean we are influenced by
the green leaves of the tree, because it carries out a certain
frequency that for instance calms us down. And if we would play this
frequency on a device on which it would be possible to play, could we
have nature in our own homes in the middle of the city?

If I can get emotional at a concert at the same time with others
around me, does that mean there is something more going on at that
moment then just the music? Does the music communicate through
us, and maybe even more so when experienced with more people at
the same time? Or is it just a matter of hitting the right notes?
Maybe it is just the balancing organ that communicated to the brain
that this was exactly what it needed, after spending 3 days at a loud
festival full of people and it found it’s piece of mind/balance.



For my endexam installation, I am going to build a stage, using
cymatics on the stage with very big speakers underneath that vibrate
the ultrasonic and subsonic soundwaves through “you”. I want to
make you feel something in a room, touch you in the same way a
musical piece would, but then without the sound. If this will work, This
will be proof that our bodies ‘hear’ too. And vibrations are not just
soundwaves, but it goes way beyond our senses.



MUSIC QUOTES:
"The more one studies these things, the more one realizes that sound
is the creative principle. It must be regarded as primordial. No single
phenomenal category can be claimed as the aboriginal principle. We
cannot say, in the beginning was number, or in the beginning was
symmetry, etc. These are categorical properties which are implicit in
what brings forth and what is brought forth. By using them in
description we approach the heart of the matter. They are not
themselves the creative power. This power is inherent in tone, in
sound." Hans Jenny

Quotes at the beginning of the video of Svefn g englar by sigur Ros;
Without music, life would be a mistake. Nietsche

Music was invented to confirm human loneliness. Lawrence Durrel

Music is the shorthand of emotion. Leo Tolsoy

Music expresses that which cannot be said, on which it is impossible
to be silent. Victor Hugo

Music is a moral law. It gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind,
flight to the imagination and charm and gaiety to lifeand to everything.
Plato

A painter paints pictures on canvas, but musicians paint their pictures
on silence. Leopold Stokowski

See deep enough, and you’ll see musically; the heart of nature being
everywhere in music. Thomas Carlyle

Music can name the un nameable and communicate the knowledge.
Leonard Bernstein

In the end I think of music as a saving grace for all humanity. Henry
Miller

Music is well said to be the speech of angels, in fact nothing among



utterances allowed to man is felt to be so divine. It brings us near to
the infinite. Thomas Carlyle

Sources; interesting material to continue on the subject.
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